
Empower Your Recruitment
We Specialize in Matching Jobseekers with Employers by Utilizing Our Advanced Method



About Us 

Job-like.com itself was established under Speee Inc, a Tokyo-based 
Web Marketing company that has over 600 employees established 

in 2007.

Speee Inc, main businesses in Japan are Digital Marketing and 

Internet Media that specialized in Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
ranging from various areas such as property, entertainment, beauty, 

and medical field.

Since 2012, Joblike.com started providing total business consulting 

to the local and international corporates in Indonesia, especially in 
Human Resource related solutions.


With having our knowledge and experience of Internet Technologies 
and industry-specific recruitment consultants, Job-like.com makes 

the best matches between candidates and client companies.

Unravel Issues, Seize the Future.



What We Focus in Indonesia 

Recruitment Consulting 
with Manpower x Technology

Our focus is to bridge what every employer needs by finding the right 

talents among job seekers who seek the best opportunities. Our goal 

is to bring either employers and job seekers the number one online 

job portal that can fulfill the expectations of qualified candidates and 

dream jobs.



Our Digital Platform

Job-like.com is one of the largest Indonesia's online job portal platform,

with more than 60,000 job vacancies, that varies from a wide range of

industries throughout all major cities in Indonesia.

Job-Like Magazine is a Media platform whereby we provide contents

about work life in Indonesia such as job interviews, employer branding

articles and business related tips.

Job-Like Magazine is also a content partner of LINE JOBS Indonesia.

We received an award for Most Popular Content Provider 2019 from

LINE Indonesia.



Services



One Stop Recruitment Solution From Hiring to Retaining
Shorten your recruitment process in half and expand your talent pool.
We have more than a hundred recruiters that are happy to connect you with the best talents out there.

TALENT SEARCHING &
SCOUTING

BUSINESS PROCESS
OUTSOURCING

EMPLOYER BRANDING
SOLUTIONS

HR & LEGAL 
CONSULTING



Why Choose Us ?

One Stop Business Solution
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We have a lot to offer from Recruitment, HR and Legal,
Employer Branding, to Business Outsourcing.
Meaning we can help to ease many problems you might
have and solve it accordingly.

Time Efficient

We value your time the most. We know that time is the
most important factor for business of our clients. By our
speedy processes and quality standard, we deliver your
projects in minimum time.

Detailed Communication

We are proficient in both communication effectivity and
efficiency. Effective means we are understanding
requirements while efficient means we are getting out
the message in the shortest amount of time with the
least amount of energy.

Sector Expertise

We have expertise which reaches across a number of
sectors, as well as knowledge of specific protocol and
local regulations. Your in-house team might not have the
same level of expertise. Again this leads to time and cost
efficiencies in the long run.

Cost Effective

We provide our clients with innovative and cost-efficient
business solutions through the quality deployment and
integration of information technology



Talent Acquisition Services
Communication is our strongest solution to fulfill the commitment and provide solutions to our clients



TALENT SEARCHING & SCOUTING

Recruitment plan refers to a prearranged strategy for hiring employees. We listen, 

understand and analyze the job requirements given by client company, identifying 

the target group and role model, and finding also contacting the prospective 

candidates who are encouraged and stimulated to apply the job.

Meanwhile for Talent Acquisition, we bring company awareness of the right talent 

and attract the best employees.





Our Highlighting Clients

Our Specializations



Outsourcing Services
Get a qualified employee with less cost and meet the needs of the company



Our Outsourcing Solution

Our goal is to achieve the most effective identification, initiation and integration of people into your business.









Employer Branding Service
Recruitment Evolves with Sympathy, the Next Strategy in Recruitment world is Branding your company 



Showcase Your Company Culture to Attract More Talents

Attract and retain quality employees by showcasing your company culture through engaging articles and
interactive video! 360 digital activation by taking advantage of our strategical channels.

Contents Delivery



We Hear You, We Offer You.


